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Barbara and I would like to thank you for your continued support of the Rinehart 

brand. As a family owned and operated company, we are thankful for the support and 

friendships that continue to grow over the years. We are looking forward to another 

exciting year as the Rinehart family grows, both personally and professionally. The new 

innovative products for 2017 such as the Pyramid Target, the X-Bow Bag, and the Doloma 

Bedded Doe Decoy are sure to increase your shooting pleasure. As our family grows, so 

does our commitment to providing premium quality American made products.

Icon Legend / Size Key

45° scoring rings

Shipped by truck only

Cut before shipping. (Parcel)

Broadhead friendly

Anatomical vitals

Official Target of NASP IBO 
3-D Challenge

             IBO Tournament Target

Height – from ground to shoulder 

Length – from shoulder to tail

Unless noted otherwise.

TARGET SCORING

 NASP

 ASA IBO Universal

James, Garion, Barbara, William McGovern

    THE BEST   GETS BETTER



RINEHART DECOYS 
With its patented design and lifelike movement, 
Rinehart’s Doloma series decoys prove irresistible to big 
game and predators alike. The unique design combined 
with the award-winning sculpture arouses  
even the most weary animal’s curiosity. Doloma’s  
compact easy-carry design, lifelike movements, and  
exclusive Rinehart quiet foam eliminates the competition.

Put your next hunt in motion with Rinehart!  

NEW BEDDDED DOE DECOY 
Cruising bucks take interest when they spot a bedded 
doe—especially a bedded doe with another competing 
buck. With its patented easy-carry design, award-winning 
sculpting and lifelike movement, Rinehart’s new Doloma 
Bedded Doe proves irresistible to monster bucks when 
paired with the Rinehart Doloma Buck. 

DECOY FEATURES: 

• Life-Size Silhouette

• Easy-Carry Design and Carry Bag

• Exclusive Quiet Rinehart Foam

• True Lifelike Movement

• Dual Pivot Points

• UV Resistant Foam

• Hand Painted

• Patented Wind Motion

• Simple Assembly

• Lightweight

• Professionally Sculpted Features

DECOYS

NEW

2 DOLOMA SERIES DEER DECOYS 3

Bedded Doe Decoy
47211  |  Height 25 1/2" | Total Length 43" 

Simulated Wt. 95 lb. 

Doe Decoy
47011  |  Height 29 1/4"  |  Length 49" 

Simulated Wt. 95 lb. 

Buck Decoy
47111  |  Height 29 1/4" |  Length 49" 

Simulated Wt. 135 lb. 



Antelope Decoy
48011  |  Height 29 1/4"  |  Length 49" 

Simulated Wt. 135 lb. 

Coyote Decoy
49011  |  Height 20" |  Length 23" 

Simulated Wt. 30 lb. 

Spot & Stalk Stalk  
Turkey Decoy

48511  |  Height 24.5" |  Length 23" 
Simulated Wt. 30 lb. 

4 DOLOMA DECOYS

NEW

NEW

Spot & Stalk Antelope 
Decoy

48111  |  Height 29 1/4" 
 Length 49"  

Simulated Wt. 135 lb. 

PREMIUM BAG TARGETS 5

26” Rhino Bag
57611  |  Height 26" | Width 26" | Depth 12" 

18" Rhino Bag
57811  |  Height 18" | Width 18" | Depth 12" 

 

1. Polyester Protection
 Most UV Stable Protection
2. Polypropylene Wrap
     Long Term Arrow Durability
3. Plastic Cover
  Waterproof Barrier
4. Cut Foam Blend
 Easy arrow removal
5. Burlap Center
 Arrow Stopping Core

TARGET BAG  
SCIENCE
Eliminates Bag  
Dry Rot

RINEHART RHINO BAG 
The RhinoBag is superior in construction 
compared to polypropylene bags that quickly 
deteriorate from the sun’s UV rays. Those 
bags start out stopping arrows, but they don’t 
hold up to the sunlight and get brittle.   The 
RhinoBag provides superior print quality, and 
because polyester is UV stable it stays strong 
in the sun and prevents the polypropylene 
layer from getting brittle.

22” Rhino Bag
57211  |  Height 22" | Width 22" | Depth 12" 

 



6 PYRAMID  •  RFT

FEATURES: 

• Extreme Portability 
• Solid Signature Series Foam 
• Easy-Carry Handle 
• Weighted - Always Lands Upright 

RFT
18210  |  Diameter 9" 

RHINOBLOCK 7

PYRAMID TARGET 

If you’re looking for the best, lightweight and portable 
archery target on the market, the Pyramid Target is the 
answer. Whether you’re wanting to shoot the bow in the 
backyard or you’re in need of a convenient camp target 
to make sure your setup shoots true before the hunt, the 
Pyramid will suit your needs perfectly.          

Pyramid Target
19510  |  Height 14"  |  Length 18"

Signature 

RHINOBLOCK 

Rinehart’s award-winning RhinoBlock target sports 
six sides to choose from – each engineered to meet 
individual practice needs. Two sides display a 3D deer 
target zone – one showing the outlined vital areas of 
a deer, and the other detailing an anatomically correct 
display of a deer’s organs. The remaining four faces of 
the target are comprised of Rinehart’s signature, highly 
visible target zones – allowing shooters to continue 
target practice even in low light conditions.          

RHINOBLOCK XL

The “big brother” of Rinehart’s classic RhinoBlock  
target – the RhinoBlock XL rocks an impressive 18" x 18" 
target zone while still incorporating Rinehart’s renowned 
Signature Series replaceable insert. 

RHINOBLOCK & XL FEATURES: 

• Patented Replaceable Insert 
•  3D Sculpted Deer Vitals 
• 40 Target Zones 
•  Solid Rinehart Signature Series Foam    
   w/Easy Arrow Pull 
• Easy-Carry Handle 
•  6 Shootable Sides -2 w/Insert 

RhinoBlock
18311  |  Height 16" | Width 16" | Depth 13"

RhinoBRUTE
18511  |  Height 16" | Width 16" | Depth 16"

RhinoBlock XL
18611  |  Height 18" | Width 18" | Depth 13"

FEATURES: 

• Extreme Lightweight Portability

• Solid Signature Series Foam

• Easy-Carry Handle

• MOA (Minute of Angle) Sight-In Grid

NEW



X-BOW 9

X-BOW 2 GO 

Made entirely of Rinehart’s solid Signature Series Foam,  
this crossbow target is the perfect combination of 
durability and versatility. Small enough to take with 
you for extra practice, but large enough to sight in your 
crossbow with ease. 
• Easy-Carry Handle 
• Rated for crossbow speeds of over 500 fps

X-BOW BRUTE 

The ultimate target for today’s high powered crossbows. 
No matter the speed the X-Bow BRUTE can handle it. Made 
entirely of Rinehart’s solid Signature Series Foam this 
target performs great. Highly visible shooting spots and 
built-in easy to carry handle. 
• Easy -Carry Handle 
• Rated for crossbow speeds of over 500 fps

X-BOW UNLOADER (XBU) 

The Rinehart XBU measures 9" in diameter and is the 
perfect tool for safely unloading crossbows. After a full 
day in the tree stand or following a quick practice session, 
simply toss the XBU to the ground and shoot - it’s that easy! 
• Easy -Carry Handle 

X-Bow BRUTE
18811  |  Height 16” | Width 16” | Depth 16”

X-Bow 2 Go
18911  |  Height 14" | Width 14" | Depth 14"

    X-Bow Unloader (XBU)
18711  |  Diameter 9"

X-Bow Bag
57111  |  Height 18” | Width 18” | Depth 12” 

 

8 X-BOW BAG

X-BOW BAG 

The all new X-Bow Bag features exclusive 
Dual Layered Power Band Technology to 
last season after season and stop crossbow 
arrows traveling up to 450 feet per second. 
The crossbow-specific MOA Sight-In  
Grid Target Face makes crossbow  
sight-in simple and incredibly fast. 

FEATURES: 

• MOA (Minute of Angle) Sight-In  
 Grid Target Face 

• 12 Target Dots 

• Rinehart Dual Band Technology 

• 2 Target Sides 

• Easy - Carry Handle 

• Designed Specifically For Crossbows

• Rated For Crossbows Up To 450 FPS

NEW

TARGET BAG SCIENCE

The RhinoBag is superior in construction compared to

polypropylene bags that quickly deteriorate from the sun’s 

UV rays. Those bags start out stopping arrows, but they 

don’t hold up to the sunlight and get brittle. The RhinoBag 

provides superior print quality, and because polyester 

is UV stable it stays strong in the sun and prevents the 

polypropylene layer from getting brittle.

Signature 

1. Polyester Protection
 Most UV Stable Protection
2. Polypropylene Wrap
     Long Term Arrow Durability
3. Plastic Cover
  Waterproof Barrier
4. Cut Foam Blend
 Easy arrow removal
5. Burlap Center
 Arrow Stopping Core

Eliminates Bag  
Dry Rot



10 NASP™ 11
Signature 

RANGE TARGETS

Genesis Target
With Youth Insert - 40 lb. max
18421 - Painted One Side
18423 - Painted Two Sides
With Adult Insert - 80 lb. max
18422 | Diameter 36"
Stand included

NASP™ Target 
19111
80 cm Diameter
30 lb. max
Stand Built-In 
19121 Replacement Insert 
19122 Replacement Red Ring 
19123 Replacement Yellow Ring    
*NASP™ targets ship with standard NASP™ insert 19121

3D Target Stand
Available on page 37

The “Teacher Preferred” NASP™ Target 
from Rinehart is the top choice for archery 
students – at all levels! This virtually 
indestructible and weatherproof target 
has a brightly colored face and is in full 
compliance with NASP™ regulations. The 
only one of its kind, the Rinehart NASP™ 
Target has a low-cost replaceable insert 
and features a built-in stand that makes 
set-up and storage simple. As an option 
for schools that want to keep upkeep cost 
down the NASP™ target can be ordered 
with a two-stage inser      t system that allows 
the red ring and the yellow ring to be 
replaced separately.

NASP™

Signature 

1 .608.757.8153

19800 Brick Wall System 48" 
19811 Brick 48"  
19821 Safety Topper 48" 
Brick Dimensions:  
Height 4" | Width 48" | Depth 15”

19900 Brick Wall System 30" 
19911 Brick 30"  
19921 Safety Topper 30" 
Brick Dimensions:  
Height 4" | Width 30" | Depth 15”

FITA Wave Target
19011  |  Height 52" | Width 52" | Depth 13”
19021  |  Insert

FITA WAVE TARGET  
Rinehart’s Wave target system was designed to change 

the game when it comes to competition range targets. 

Built using Rinehart’s high density Signature Series Foam, 

this target is designed for the repetitive everyday shooting 

that a top tier archery range generates. Comprised of 

four quadrants and five patented Rinehart inserts, no 

other target can provide the flexibility and durability the 

Rinehart Wave target can provide. The Rinehart Wave 

target provides, for the first time, the ability to replace not 

only the bullseye on a 122cm target, but also the ability to 

replace the bullseye on all four 40cm targets. This five insert 

system combined with our high density Signature Series 

Foam ensures that the Rinehart Wave system will provide a 

comprehensive target solution for years to come.

   
BRICK WALL SYSTEM  
Rinehart has unleashed the most versatile custom back wall 

mount system in the industry! Sold by the piece, or as a unit, 

dealers can customize their order to fit their specific needs 

and purchase as many or as few bricks as needed. Need a 

wall built from the ground up? You’ll have one up in no time 

when you install the Rinehart Brick Wall system.

These bricks can take countless hits without any signs of 

tearing or damage. Simply flip the brick or change up the 

order of the stack to further extend the life of the wall. It’s 

that simple! Each brick measures: 4" tall x 15" deep, and is 

available in widths of  30" and 48". Rinehart Safety Topper 

includes all hardware with purchase.

(Base not included)

NASP™ 
Scoring Rings are available for:

Alert Deer
Alert Turkey

Antelope
Cinnamon Bear

Coyote
Standing Stone Sheep



12 18 - 1 WOODLAND SERIES 13

Tom Turkey
415  |  Height 19" | Length 21" 

Simulated Wt. 14 lb

Woodland Buck
16411  |  Height 30" | Length 29" 

Simulated Wt. 100 lb

18-1
GUARANTEED!  
FOR A FULL YEAR

This target shows you its best side every time and is 

the longest lasting archery target we’ve ever offered. 

We even guarantee the 18-1 for a full year! With 18 

vivid target zones made from legendary solid Rinehart 

Signature Series Foam, the 18-1 can take arrow after 

arrow without losing its shape or integrity. 

If you shoot out all 18 sides in one year, we will replace 

it – guaranteed hassle-free!

FEATURES: 

• Lightweight 
• Easy -Carry Handle 
• Broadhead and Expandable Capable 
• Solid Signature Series Foam

The Only Target Guaranteed for a Full Year!

18-1
18110  |  Height 15" | Width 15" | Depth 15"



14 WOODLAND SERIES

BOONER BUCK  
If you want a trophy buck, then you 
need a trophy target. Utilizing Rinehart’s 
FX Foam technology, the Booner Buck 
sets a new standard in both realism and 
durability.  
To ensure that the Booner buck will 
survive the punishment produced 
by today’s serious 
bowhunters the 
Booner Buck’s 
insert is 100% 
Rinehart 
high 
density 
Signature 
Series Foam. 
If you want to 
get serious about 
your sport, it’s time  
to get serious about 
your target.

WOODLAND SERIES 15

WOODLAND HUNTER AND 
WOODLAND 14 
Today’s bowhunters need one target that can do it all. 
Rinehart brings together its award-winning design with 
its unique FX Foam technology to create cube targets 
that are an ideal marriage of function, durability, and 
versatility – all at an unbeatable price. With six shootable 
sides and over 40 shootable dots, these targets offer the 
best value on the market. 
 FEATURES:  
• Easy - Carry Handle 
• Six Sided Shooting 
• Over 40 Shootable Dots 

FEATURES:  
• Solid FX Foam Body 
• Signature Series Foam Replaceable Insert 
• Lightweight for Easy Transport and Set-Up

WOODLAND BOAR  
The Woodland Boar is designed to take exceptional 
amounts of shots – from field points and broadheads 
alike – and still maintains its structural integrity 
for unparalleled target life thanks to a high density 
Signature Series Foam replaceable insert. Rinehart paid 
extra attention to detail in both form and finish, resulting 
in a target that’s anything but “boaring.”   

Woodland Hunter
16511  |  Height 16" | Width 16" | Depth 13" 

Woodland 14
19411  |  Height 14" | Width 14" | Depth 14" 

 

Booner Buck
17411  |  Total Height 58" 

Length 45" 
Simulated Wt. 200 lb.

Booner Mule Deer
18011  |  Total Height 58" 

Length 45" 
Simulated Wt. 200 lb.

Woodland Boar
26511  |  Height 22" | Length 39" 

Simulated Wt. 75 lb.



Bedded Elk
220  |  Height 25" | Length 61" 

Simulated Wt. 600 lb.

BIG GAME 1716 COMPETITION SERIES

Red Stag
211  |  Height 8’ | Length 5’ 

Simulated Wt. 550 lb.
 
 

Shooting 3D’s has never felt so real with 
these Big Game Targets by Rinehart. 
Signature targets, made of solid Rinehart 
Signature Series Foam, will outlast your 
best shots…they may even outlast you!

Standing Elk
225  |  Height 52" 

Length 60" 
Simulated Wt. 600 lb.



DEER 19

Browsing Buck
129  |  Height 34" | Length 32" 

Simulated Wt. 160 lb.

30 Pt. Buck
157  |  Height 37" | Length 40" 

Simulated Wt. 250 lb.

Fighting/Rubbing Buck
143  |  Height 34" | Length 30" 

Simulated Wt. 160 lb.

Big Ten Buck
120  |  Height 37" | Length 40" 

Simulated Wt. 250 lb.

Alert Deer
105  |  Height 34" | Length 32" 

Simulated Wt. 160 lb.

Broadhead Buck
12411  |  Height 28" | Length 45" 

Simulated Wt. 100 lb.
Sculpted Vitals on Reverse Side

Bedded Buck
121  |  Total Height 34" | Length 

32" Simulated Wt. 250 lb.

Is it real, or is it Rinehart? 
When it comes to 
life-size, realistic 3D 
targets, experienced 
archers know that from 
body positioning to 
anatomically accurate 
vitals Rinehart is as real 
as it gets.

18 COMPETITION SERIES

3D Target Stand
Available on page 37



Feeding Doe
138  |  Height 28" | Length 28" 

Simulated Wt. 95 lb.

Anatomy Deer
107  |  Height 28" | Length 29" 

Simulated Wt. 95 lb. 
Teaches shot placement           Inserts not available

Bedded Doe
114  |  Height 14" | Length 32" 

Simulated Wt. 135 lb.

Spike Buck
152  |  Height 30" | Length 29" 

Simulated Wt. 100 lb.

Apple Buck
109  |  Height 34" | Length 32" 

Simulated Wt. 160 lb.

DEER 2120 COMPETITION SERIES

Giant Mule Deer
147  |  Height 37" | Length 40" 

Simulated Wt. 250 lb. 

Fallow Deer
133  |  Height 31" | Length 30" 

Simulated Wt. 130 lb. 

Moose
231  |  Height 6'10" | Length 7'6" 

Simulated Wt. 1,000 lb. 
Includes 2 Rope Handles



22 COMPETITION SERIES BOAR 23

Buffalo
237  |  Height 55" | Length 55" 

Simulated Wt. 1,000 lb.

Caribou
214  |  Height 46" | Length 60" 

Simulated Wt. 450 lb.

Pronghorn Antelope
209  |  Height 34" | Length 31" 

Simulated Wt. 135 lb.

Peccary /Javelina  
255  |  Height 20" | Length 33" 

Simulated Wt. 40 lb.

Razorback  
261  |  Height 24" | Length 32" 

Simulated Wt. 100 lb.

Rising Boar  
259  |  Height 24" | Length 33" 

Simulated Wt. 200 lb.

Hogzilla  
257  |  Height 39" | Length 41" 

Simulated Wt. 600 lb.

3D Target Stand
Available on page 37



24 COMPETITION SERIES

Anatomy Bear
305  |  Height 26" | Length 28" 

Simulated Wt. 175 lb. 
Teaches shot placement

Inserts not available

Mountain Grizzly Bear 
341  |  Total Height 60" | Chest Width 23" 

Simulated Wt. 300 lb.

Cinnamon Bear 
327  |  Height 26" | Length 28" 

Simulated Wt. 175 lb.

BEAR 25

28" Small Bears
Total Height 28"
Chest Width 11"

Black     Brown     White
346          351          356

Polar Bear
343  |  Total Height 60" | Chest Width 23" 

Simulated Wt. 300 lb.

Large Black Bear
323  |  Height 29" | Length 33" 

Simulated Wt. 250 lb.

Honey Bear
332  |  Total Height 22" | Width 17" 

Simulated Wt. 45 lb.
Stump Sold Separately

Stump
337  |  Height 18" | Width 21" 
Honey Bear Sold Separately



26 SHEEP / GOATSCOMPETITION SERIES 27

You don’t have to be sheepish about 
hitting these rugged, realistic 3 D Rinehart 
targets with everything you’ve got in 
your quiver. They can stand up to it 
season after season.  

Bedded Dahl Sheep 
374  |  Height 14" | Length 45" 

Simulated Wt. 150 lb.

Standing Stone Sheep 
388  |  Height 35" | Length 35" 

Simulated Wt. 165 lb.

Bedded Stone Sheep 
384  |  Height 14" | Length 45" 

Simulated Wt. 150 lb.

Catalina Goat 
365  |  Height 22" | Length 36" 

Simulated Wt. 60 lb.

Mountain Goat
370  |  Height 45" | Length 64" 

Simulated Wt. 170 lb. 

Standing Dahl Sheep 
379  |  Height 35" | Length 35" 

Simulated Wt. 165 lb.



Bobcat  
426  |  Height 14" | Length 24" 

Simulated Wt. 40 lb.

Lion  
444  |  Height 4’7" | Length 5’7" 

Simulated Wt. 450 lb.

Black Panther  
421  |  Height 26" | Length 34" 

Simulated Wt. 150 lb.

Cougar  
431  |  Height 26" | Length 34" 

Simulated Wt. 150 lb.

28 PREDATOR 29PREDATOR

Mountain Lion w/Rock  
442  |  Height 22" | Length 34" 

Length  Nose to Tail 75” 
Simulated Wt. 160 lb.

Leopard w/Rock  
440  |  Height 22" | Length 34" 

Length Nose to Tail 75” 
Simulated Wt. 160 lb.

NEW

Here kitty kitty… From big cats to wolves 
and badgers, the Rinehart Predator 
line-up of frighteningly realistic 3D 
targets will have you checking to make 
sure you’re downwind.



Baboon  
417  |  Height 22" | Length 24" 

Simulated Wt. 30 lb.

Badger  
419  |  Height 12" | Total Length 19" 

Simulated Wt. 15 lb.

Alert Turkey  
405  |  Height 23"  |  Length 25" 

Simulated Wt. 17 lb.

Gobbling Turkey  
409  |  Height 25"  |  Length 24" 

Simulated Wt. 17 lb.

Strutting Turkey  
413  |  Height 25" | Length 24" 

Simulated Wt. 25 lb.

30 COMPETITION SERIES

Howling White Wolf  
464  |  Height 31" | Length 34" 

Simulated Wt. 100 lb.

Howling Grey Wolf  
459  |  Height 31" | Length 34" 

Simulated Wt. 100 lb.

Snarling Wolf         
468  |  Height 29" | Length 30" 

Simulated Wt. 100 lb.

Coyote  
435  |  Height 22" | Length 23" 

Simulated Wt. 35 lb.

Red Fox  
450  |  Height 22" | Length 23" 

Simulated Wt. 35 lb.

31PREDATOR • TURKEY



VARMINT 33

Skunk  
518  |  Height 11" | Total Length 22" 

Simulated Wt. 10 lb.

Raccoon  
513  |  Height 15" | Length 15" 

Simulated Wt. 20 lb.

Rabbit  
506  |  Height 15" | Length 15" 

Simulated Wt. 20 lb.
Inserts Not Available

Carp  
504  |  Height 13" | Length 34” 

Simulated Wt. 50 lb.

Wolverine  
454  |  Height 15" | Length 32" 

Simulated Wt. 35 lb.

Apple  
502  |  Diameter 4"

Inserts Not Available

Jackalope  
508  |  Height 32" | Length 22" 

Simulated Wt. 25 lb.

Squirrel  
509  |  Height 35" | Length 13" 

Simulated Wt. 7 lb.
Inserts Not Available

Spraying Skunk  
517  |  Height 32" | Length 22" 

Simulated Wt. 12 lb.

Pheasant  
411  |  Height 38" | Length 27" 

Vampire Bat  
565  |  Height 35" | Length 13" 

Simulated Wt. 10 lb.
Can Hang or Use Stakes

Black Widow / Tree Boa  
525  |  Height 36" | Length 22" 

Hanging 2-Sided Target

Gar  
50711  |  Height 9.5" | Length 46" 

Simulated Wt. 25 lb.
Inserts Not Available

NEW

NEW

NEW

NEW

32 COMPETITION SERIES

NEW
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Duckbill  
541  |  Total Height 4'6" 

Total Length 8'6" 
Simulated Wt. 300 lb.

Stegosaurus  
546  |  Height 15" | Length 35" 

Simulated Wt. 45 lb.

Black Cobra  
532  |  Height 36"  |  Chest Width 18"

Simulated Wt. 100 lb.

Green Cobra  
536  |  Height 36"  |  Chest Width 18"

Simulated Wt. 100 lb.

Alligators, cobras and hadrosaurs…Oh My!   
Turn a walk in the woods into a harrowing  
hunt for weird and colorful prey with  
Rinehart’s exotic target lineup. These  
frightfully fun targets are fantastic! Great  
targets to get kids interested in archery.

Velociraptor  
551  |  Height 4'6" 

Length 8'6" 
Simulated Wt. 300 lb.

Alligator  
527  |  Total Length 8'6" 
Simulated Wt. 500 lb.

Poisonous Frog  
560  |  Height 18" | Length 18" 

Simulated Wt. 15 lb.

Green Frog  
555  |  Height 18" | Length 18" 

Simulated Wt. 15 lb.

Mosquito  
520  |  Height 16" | Length 21" 

Simulated Wt. 23 lb.

EXOTICS 35



36 WHY RINEHART

Beauty is more than skin deep, especially in 
the world of high-end archery targets. It’s not 
enough to look great on the outside — you’ve 
gotta have what it takes on the inside to 
withstand a pounding and remain standing tall. 
From our exclusive solid Signature Series Foam 
to our unique internal locking insert system, 
we use only the finest components on all of 
our targets and decoys. That attention to detail 
shows, from the first arrow to the last.

37

TARGET BAG SCIENCE
Eliminates Bag Dry RotTORTURE TESTED 

TARGETS

    SOLID HIGH DENSITY RINEHART SIGNATURE 
SERIES FOAM

Target, heal thyself! Rinehart’s exclusive solid, self-healing Signature Series Foam targets can 

take hit after hit after hit without tearing or other damage. Whether you’re shooting fieldpoints, 

broadheads, or even expandable’s, Rinehart lets you take your best shot every time without loss 

of target integrity or risk of pass-through.

WHY RINEHART BAGS

PATENTED LOCKING INSERTS

Rinehart targets and inserts feature an exclusive solid, self-healing Signature Series Foam, that 

absorbs countless shots from field points and all styles of broadheads—with minimal degradation 

to withstand thousands of hard-hitting shots. When the time comes to remove the target insert, 

the Rinehart exclusive internal locking system and tubing makes replacement fast and easy! 

RINEHART TARGETS SHINE IN ANY WEATHER

Oh deer! After years of exposure to the harshest weather conditions, including blazing sun and 

freezing temperatures, Rinehart’s exclusive arrow-stopping, solid self-healing 

foam proves to be virtually weatherproof. With colored foam all the way 

through the target and rugged “Uni-Body” assembly, 

these 3D targets are ideal for year-round use in the 

backyard or in the field.MADE IN THE U.S.A.

We are dedicated to providing products to 
our customers that are made right here in  
Janesville, Wisconsin.  

The RhinoBag is superior in construction compared to polypropylene 

bags that quickly deteriorate from the sun’s UVrays. Those bags start 

out stopping arrows, but they don’t hold up to the sunlight and get 

brittle.   The RhinoBag provides superior print quality, and because 

polyester is UV stable it stays strong in the sun and prevents the 

polypropylene layer from getting brittle.

INDOOR TARGET STANDS 
Indoor Target Stands offer the flexibility to shoot 
indoors any time of year, regardless of the type 
of target you shoot. The Indoor 3D Target Stand is 
available in four different sizes to accommodate 
everything from the small Tom Turkey target to the 
mighty Mountain Goat target, and the Hanging Bag 
Stand is compatible with all of Rinehart’s Bag targets 
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re you old enough to
remember the classic 
Tootsie Pop commer-
cial where the boy 
asks the owl pro-

fessor, “How many licks does 
it take to get to the Tootsie Roll 
center of a Tootsie Pop?” Well, if 
you don’t remember it, chances 
are you are a whiz with the
Internet — look it up! This third 
installment of our Practical
Bowhunting Test Series focuses 
on a similar pondering — how 
many shots does it take to get 
through to the other side of a 
broadhead target?
 It seems whenever you see an 
advertisement for an archery tar-
get, they all claim to last forever, 
stop any arrow, employ supe-
rior material, be lightweight and 
easy to carry and incorporate 
the most revolutionary technol-
ogy this side of the International 
Space Station. Oh, and of course 
they also boast of easy arrow
removal!

Our Team Puts 
Six Top Models 
to the Test

By Jon E. Silks

 Well, if you have been bowhunt-
ing long enough you already know 
creating a single archery target that 
excels in all those areas is practically
impossible. You may get a target 
that is lightweight only to � nd you 
blow it out in a few rounds. Or, 
you may � nd a target that stops an
arrow wonderfully … and keeps it! I 
still remember going to a huge 3-D 
shoot with a few friends and strug-
gling on one particular target to
remove an arrow. How silly we 
would have looked if an outsider 
had seen us as we strained, twisted, 
put our feet on the target for counter 
pressure, rested a minute and then 
repeated until we could claim victo-
ry over the simulated 80-pound deer 
with a suspicious-looking smirk on 
its face!
 The bottom line is that while you 
may not think building a quality
archery target is dif� cult, it certainly 
isn’t a simple task. With that in mind, 
we decided to develop tests to mea-
sure two of the most important con-
siderations when choosing a broad-
head target — durability and ease of 
arrow removal.
 We chose to test six of today’s most 
popular broadhead targets, represent-
ing three distinct target styles. Two 
targets — the Block Vault L and Delta 
Bowhunter ShotBlocker — represent 
horizontally layered foam models 
where the target material lies parallel 
to the arrow’s path. Two more — the 
American Whitetail Compound King 
and HIPS Herd Bull — represent ver-
tically layered foam models where 
the target material lies perpendicu-
lar to the arrow’s path. And the � nal 
two targets — the Cabela’s Elite Stop 
and Rinehart RhinoBrute — represent 
solid foam models.

Test Setup
 As usual, our exclusive Petersen’s 
BOWHUNTING X-Ring Shooting 
Machine is exactly what the doctor
ordered for this test, thanks to its ability 
to stack arrow after arrow in essential-
ly the same spot. The X-Ring Machine 
weighs approximately 300 pounds, 
is motor driven and controlled by a
custom computer program that allows 
us to test quickly and precisely.
 A Mathews No Cam HTR with 

a 29-inch draw length, 60-pound 
draw weight, nocking loop and NAP
QuikTune 3000 arrow rest was set up 
and tuned on the X-Ring Machine 
using two different arrows. The � rst 
was an Easton Deep Six Full Metal 
Jacket with a 400 spine, an outside 
diameter of .233-inch and a weight 
of 427.5 grains. The other was a Be-
man ICS Hunter, 340 spine, with an 
outside diameter of .298-inch and a 
weight of 421 grains. Arrow speed 
was 264 fps for the Deep Six FMJ and 
266 fps for the ICS Hunter.

Durability Test
 Our goal was to develop a test that 
would measure the relative durabil-
ity of our six test targets. To do that, 
we operated from a premise that a 
target that resists penetration (takes 
more shots to reach a certain depth) 
in a single spot to a greater degree 
than another target is considered to 
be more durable.
 To conduct the durability test, we 
tipped each of our two arrow mod-
els with Muzzy Trocar � xed-blade 
broadheads and used the X-Ring 
Machine to shoot repeatedly into 
a single spot on the target until a 
pre-determined depth of penetra-
tion was achieved. Both arrows were 
marked at a point on the shaft that 
corresponded to the overall depth of 
the thinnest test target, which was 
approximately 13.5 inches. Once 
the marked depth was reached, any 
additional penetration beyond the 
mark was measured and recorded.
 Testing was conducted at a range of 
20 yards, which is a popular practice 
distance. We used a fresh broadhead 
for each target model, and each broad-
head was used for only six shots be-
fore being replaced with a brand new 
head. A shot was considered valid if 
the shaft touched the shaft hole from 
the previous shot. If we had a ¢ yer — 
and at times we did — we disquali� ed 
the entire series. In other words, we 
did not allow an errant shot to impact 
the overall test results.
 Before getting into the durability 
results, there are several important 
points that must be made.
 First, it is imperative to note that 
very slight variations in the place-
ment of the broadhead can result in 
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very different physical effects inside 
the target. For example, if you hit 
exactly the same each time in terms 
of both impact point and broadhead 
rotation (blades in the same exact 
slice in the target), you will get very 
little shredding of the target mate-
rial. However, just a slight rotational 
difference in the broadhead blades 
could result in a signi� cant amount 
of shredding. And of course, even 
with the superior accuracy achieved 
via our X-Ring Machine, we cannot 
make the broadhead blades strike 
the target in the exact same blade ori-
entation shot after shot. For that rea-
son, readers ought to keep in mind 
that any test results that are close 
between two models easily could 
have gone the other way. Overall, 
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however, you will see clear patterns 
among target styles that should help 
you select the right target for your 
application, budget, etc.
 Second, you must keep in mind 
that because our X-Ring Machine
allows us to hit targets in virtually the 
same spot shot after shot, the number 
of shots required to achieve a given 
depth of penetration is likely to be 
lower than the average bowhunter 
would experience on the practice 
range. In other words, most of us can-
not shoot as accurately as the X-Ring 
Machine! And for that matter, most 
of us do not aim at only a single spot 
shot after shot after shot. There is a 

American Whitetail 
Compound King
Measuring 16x16x18 inches and weighing 10 
pounds, the American Whitetail Compound King 
($59.95; www.archerytargets.com) is designed 
strictly for broadheads and features multiple foam 
layers that lie perpendicular to the arrow’s � ight path. 
Layers of increasing density foam bring the arrow to 
a halt while balancing durability with ease of arrow
removal. The outer layer of foam has a lower density for better 
self-healing properties, which reduces slivering and extends target life. Beyond that is a secondary 
layer of medium-density foam, followed by high-density foam for maximum stopping power.

Block Vault L
Block’s new Vault series is available in four sizes, 
and all incorporate an integrated carrying handle 
that makes toting them easy and comfortable. The 
Vault L ($139.99; www.blocktarget.com) mea-
sures 18x18x16 inches and weighs 17 pounds. 
The open-layered Polyfusion Technology locks 
the high-density core to the target wall, ensuring
individual layers of foam stay in place when hit 

head on. This allows arrows to slide between the layers, 
resulting in easier arrow removal and longer target life. Four sides 

with multiple offset aiming points provide variety for your � eldpoint or
     broadhead practice sessions.

Delta Bowhunter 
ShotBlocker
Delta’s ShotBlocker line includes 10 models, all
featuring a Welded Core Technology designed to 
eliminate pass-through shots while providing easy
arrow removal. Foam slivers and chunks are held to a 
minimum with a uniform foam compression process. 
The four-sided Bowhunter ShotBlocker ($84.99; 
www.dmtargets.com) measures 18x18x14 inches, 

weighs 12.3 pounds and is designed to handle broadheads and 
� eldpoints from arrows traveling up to 350 fps. The ShotBlocker Bowhunter is also available with 
optional Arrow Shield Technology, which is a wrap intended to slow arrows and increase durability.

Cabela’s Elite Stop
Cabela’s is all about bringing customers value, and 
with a combination of Rinehart’s Solid FX Foam 
Technology and a price under $100, the Elite Stop 
target ($99.99; www.cabelas.com) is hard to 
beat. Measuring 15x15x13 inches and weighing 
11.2 pounds, the Elite Stop provides six shootable 
sides with bright aiming points of various sizes and 
a self-healing core. The target can be used with 
both compounds and crossbows, as well as with 
broadheads or � eldpoints.

reason virtually all archery targets 
have multiple aiming points, and 
spreading out your arrows will cer-
tainly prolong target life. Bottom line: 
our durability test results should be 
viewed as a relative gauge of target 
toughness but not an absolute answer 
regarding the number of shots a par-
ticular model can accept in one spot.

Arrow Pull Test
 The amount of effort required to 
retrieve your arrows is an impor-
tant consideration when choosing 
a target. So, we decided to test the 
amount of force required to extract 
shafts from our six test targets.

Easton Deep Six FMJ

Beman ICS Hunter

Rinehart RhinoBrute

# of shots: 9

Depth of 
penetration
past mark: .25"

Rinehart RhinoBrute

# of shots: 8

Depth of 
penetration
past mark: .0"

Cabela’s Elite Stop

# of shots: 4

Depth of 
penetration
past mark: .375"

Delta Bowhunter ShotBlocker

# of shots: 1

Depth of 
penetration
past mark: .25"

American Compound King
Whitetail
# of shots: 3

Depth of 
penetration
past mark: .25"

American Compound King
Whitetail
# of shots: 6

Depth of 
penetration
past mark: .75"

HIPS Herd Bull

# of shots: 1

Depth of 
penetration
past mark: .75"

l

5"

Block Vault L

# of shots: 2

Depth of 
penetration
past mark: .625"25"

HIPS Herd Bull

# of shots: 1

Depth of 
penetration
past mark: 6"

Delta Bowhunter ShotBlocker

# of shots: 1

Depth of 
penetration
past mark: 5.25"25"

Note: The apparent anomaly with the RhinoBrute in terms of taking more shots     with the micro-diamter shaft vs. standard-diameter shaft may be attributed to the signi� cant shredding that occurred during standard shaft testing.

Block Vault L

# of shots: 3

Depth of 
penetration
past mark: .75""

Cabela’s Elite Stop

# of shots: 6

Depth of 
penetration
past mark: .5" 5"

"

5"
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very different physical effects inside 
the target. For example, if you hit 
exactly the same each time in terms 
of both impact point and broadhead 
rotation (blades in the same exact 
slice in the target), you will get very 
little shredding of the target mate-
rial. However, just a slight rotational 
difference in the broadhead blades 
could result in a signi� cant amount 
of shredding. And of course, even 
with the superior accuracy achieved 
via our X-Ring Machine, we cannot 
make the broadhead blades strike 
the target in the exact same blade ori-
entation shot after shot. For that rea-
son, readers ought to keep in mind 
that any test results that are close 
between two models easily could 
have gone the other way. Overall, 
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however, you will see clear patterns 
among target styles that should help 
you select the right target for your 
application, budget, etc.
 Second, you must keep in mind 
that because our X-Ring Machine
allows us to hit targets in virtually the 
same spot shot after shot, the number 
of shots required to achieve a given 
depth of penetration is likely to be 
lower than the average bowhunter 
would experience on the practice 
range. In other words, most of us can-
not shoot as accurately as the X-Ring 
Machine! And for that matter, most 
of us do not aim at only a single spot 
shot after shot after shot. There is a 

American Whitetail 
Compound King
Measuring 16x16x18 inches and weighing 10 
pounds, the American Whitetail Compound King 
($59.95; www.archerytargets.com) is designed 
strictly for broadheads and features multiple foam 
layers that lie perpendicular to the arrow’s � ight path. 
Layers of increasing density foam bring the arrow to 
a halt while balancing durability with ease of arrow
removal. The outer layer of foam has a lower density for better 
self-healing properties, which reduces slivering and extends target life. Beyond that is a secondary 
layer of medium-density foam, followed by high-density foam for maximum stopping power.

Block Vault L
Block’s new Vault series is available in four sizes, 
and all incorporate an integrated carrying handle 
that makes toting them easy and comfortable. The 
Vault L ($139.99; www.blocktarget.com) mea-
sures 18x18x16 inches and weighs 17 pounds. 
The open-layered Polyfusion Technology locks 
the high-density core to the target wall, ensuring
individual layers of foam stay in place when hit 

head on. This allows arrows to slide between the layers, 
resulting in easier arrow removal and longer target life. Four sides 

with multiple offset aiming points provide variety for your � eldpoint or
     broadhead practice sessions.

Delta Bowhunter 
ShotBlocker
Delta’s ShotBlocker line includes 10 models, all
featuring a Welded Core Technology designed to 
eliminate pass-through shots while providing easy
arrow removal. Foam slivers and chunks are held to a 
minimum with a uniform foam compression process. 
The four-sided Bowhunter ShotBlocker ($84.99; 
www.dmtargets.com) measures 18x18x14 inches, 

weighs 12.3 pounds and is designed to handle broadheads and 
� eldpoints from arrows traveling up to 350 fps. The ShotBlocker Bowhunter is also available with 
optional Arrow Shield Technology, which is a wrap intended to slow arrows and increase durability.

Cabela’s Elite Stop
Cabela’s is all about bringing customers value, and 
with a combination of Rinehart’s Solid FX Foam 
Technology and a price under $100, the Elite Stop 
target ($99.99; www.cabelas.com) is hard to 
beat. Measuring 15x15x13 inches and weighing 
11.2 pounds, the Elite Stop provides six shootable 
sides with bright aiming points of various sizes and 
a self-healing core. The target can be used with 
both compounds and crossbows, as well as with 
broadheads or � eldpoints.

reason virtually all archery targets 
have multiple aiming points, and 
spreading out your arrows will cer-
tainly prolong target life. Bottom line: 
our durability test results should be 
viewed as a relative gauge of target 
toughness but not an absolute answer 
regarding the number of shots a par-
ticular model can accept in one spot.

Arrow Pull Test
 The amount of effort required to 
retrieve your arrows is an impor-
tant consideration when choosing 
a target. So, we decided to test the 
amount of force required to extract 
shafts from our six test targets.
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Beman ICS Hunter

Rinehart RhinoBrute

# of shots: 9

Depth of 
penetration
past mark: .25"
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penetration
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penetration
past mark: .625"25"

HIPS Herd Bull

# of shots: 1

Depth of 
penetration
past mark: 6"

Delta Bowhunter ShotBlocker
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Depth of 
penetration
past mark: 5.25"25"

Note: The apparent anomaly with the RhinoBrute in terms of taking more shots     with the micro-diamter shaft vs. standard-diameter shaft may be attributed to the signi� cant shredding that occurred during standard shaft testing.
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